Linktech Australia partners with Google to demonstrate Single Sign-on
efficiency and security for Healthcare sector
Visit Victorian Healthcare Week Expo (23–24 July 2019) to see demonstration

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Linktech Australia partners with Google to provide Single Sign-on to enhance efficiency and security for Healthcare.

Melbourne, 22 July 2019 – With extensive experience delivering solutions in the healthcare sector, Linktech Australia will be demonstrating the
benefits of digital workspaces and single sign-on (SSO) to healthcare professionals at the 9th annual Victorian Healthcare Week from 23–24 July
2019.

Healthcare organisations are under increasing pressure to reduce costs, while providing higher quality care. As a result, they are always looking for
ways to streamline operations and increase clinician productivity.

Linktech Australia’s SSO solution is purpose-built to streamline ease of access and clinician workflows, while reducing costs and complexity. When
paired with Chrome devices, the solution enables Citrix users to access their mission-critical applications with the simple tap of a proximity badge.

This best-in-class proximity badge access solution improves efficiency and security. Linktech brings the ability to merge technologies like SSO,
Chrome, and Citrix together to offer healthcare organisations with proximity badge access a solution that streamlines workplace systems and user
experience, and can save staff 30 - 45 minutes a day; extra time which they can spend with patients.

Simon Sztajer, Sales Manager for Linktech Australia, said, ‘the solution is perfect for reducing costs while also solving security concerns. I look
forward to showing Victorian healthcare providers how to revolutionise the workplace.’

Linktech Australia will be presenting at the Victorian Healthcare Week Expo from 23–24 July 2019. The expo features more than 100 expert speaker
presentations, case studies and debates over two days.

Linktech is an Australian-owned systems integrator that offers digital transformation, procurement, business systems architecture, professional and
managed consulting services with offices in Melbourne and Sydney. Linktech takes a vendor-neutral approach to technology, working closely with
Google and Citrix as well as Microsoft, HPE, Cisco, and VMware.

Victorian Healthcare Week 2019 allows attendees to connect and learn from people in different disciplines, including eHealth, Infrastructure, Aged
Care, Disrupt Technology and Nursing. The Victorian Healthcare Week Expo takes place at the Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre, South
Wharf, VIC 23-24 July 2019,
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For more details about Linktech Australia, to arrange an interview, for quotes, images or other details about digital workspaces and SSO:

Contact: Simon Sztajer

Email: simon.sztajer@linktechaustralia.com.au

Tel: 1300 587 587

Website: www.linktechaustralia.com.au
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